
TERRAZZO 
SAMPLES
COLLECTION

Standard Architectural Hard Samples
Semi-Exotic Architectural Hard Samples
Exotic Architectural Hard Samples
Designer Series Samples
Monochrome Terrazzo Samples
Aggregate Terrazzo Samples



Concord Terrazzo Company 
offers terrazzo samples at no 
cost to the architectural and 

design community.

ENDLESS POSSIBILITIESENDLESS POSSIBILITIES

WHY CHOOSE TERRAZZCO?WHY CHOOSE TERRAZZCO?

• • Concord Terrazzo Company is a single-source terrazzo Concord Terrazzo Company is a single-source terrazzo 
supplier, the only terrazzo company where you can design supplier, the only terrazzo company where you can design 
terrazzo floors and precast terrazzo products with materials terrazzo floors and precast terrazzo products with materials 
from one location.from one location.

• • We pride ourselves in delivering a quality green terrazzo We pride ourselves in delivering a quality green terrazzo 
finish. All TERRAZZCO epoxy resins are GREENGUARD finish. All TERRAZZCO epoxy resins are GREENGUARD 
certified tested and proven to have zero VOCs. We even certified tested and proven to have zero VOCs. We even 
have an inhave an in-house recycling facility where we crush and -house recycling facility where we crush and 
package post-industrial aggregates.package post-industrial aggregates.

• • We offer more design capabilities than other terrazzo We offer more design capabilities than other terrazzo 
manufacturers. From waterjet cutting, precast manufacturing, manufacturers. From waterjet cutting, precast manufacturing, 
and sample matching, we offer many solutions that adds and sample matching, we offer many solutions that adds 
value for your construction projects. value for your construction projects. 

Terrazzo consists of marble, glass, granite and/or shell Terrazzo consists of marble, glass, granite and/or shell 
chips mixed together in an resinous matrix binder. Epoxy chips mixed together in an resinous matrix binder. Epoxy 
terrazzo is poured, cured, ground and polished, and is used terrazzo is poured, cured, ground and polished, and is used 
in various indoor finishes such as floors, stairs, countertops in various indoor finishes such as floors, stairs, countertops 
and walls. One of the advantages of epoxy terrazzo is its and walls. One of the advantages of epoxy terrazzo is its 
unlimited range of colors. Its design flexibility allows for unlimited range of colors. Its design flexibility allows for 
artistic creations, and maintains good color uniformity on artistic creations, and maintains good color uniformity on 
large installation projects. large installation projects. 

In addition to a wide range of colors to choose from, there In addition to a wide range of colors to choose from, there 
is also a great selection of aggregates. Aggregates vary is also a great selection of aggregates. Aggregates vary 

in size which creates even more unique design in size which creates even more unique design 
combinations. Marble chips are a traditional combinations. Marble chips are a traditional 

source of aggregate; however, with source of aggregate; however, with 
the increasing interest of green the increasing interest of green 
construction, recycled aggregates construction, recycled aggregates 
like glass are a favorable option. like glass are a favorable option. 
Glass offers vibrant colors, Glass offers vibrant colors, 
adding brilliance to any terrazzo adding brilliance to any terrazzo 
surface. Crushed mirror can add surface. Crushed mirror can add 
reflectiveness to a design as well. reflectiveness to a design as well. 

There are infinite designs There are infinite designs 
combinations you can create with combinations you can create with 
epoxy terrazzo. Concord Terrazzo epoxy terrazzo. Concord Terrazzo 
Company representatives work Company representatives work 
closely with building owners and closely with building owners and 

architects to design terrazzo samples architects to design terrazzo samples 
that meets the goals for their that meets the goals for their 
upcoming projects. upcoming projects. 



YOU DREAM.YOU DREAM.
WE CREATE.WE CREATE.

ABOUT TERRAZZCO SAMPLESABOUT TERRAZZCO SAMPLES

CREATE A CUSTOM DESIGNCREATE A CUSTOM DESIGN

Concord Terrazzo Company specializes in epoxy Concord Terrazzo Company specializes in epoxy 
terrazzo for institutional, commercial and industrial terrazzo for institutional, commercial and industrial 
projects. Our team is passionate about terrazzo projects. Our team is passionate about terrazzo 
and love working with architects and designers in and love working with architects and designers in 
selecting the right colors and aggregates for their selecting the right colors and aggregates for their 
designs. As a result, Concord Terrazzo Company offers designs. As a result, Concord Terrazzo Company offers 
design consultation and a sample service at no cost to design consultation and a sample service at no cost to 
the architectural and design community.the architectural and design community.

Our samples guide will help you become familiar with Our samples guide will help you become familiar with 
our sample series. The following are the collections we our sample series. The following are the collections we 
currently offer:currently offer:

Standard Architectural Hard Sample CollectionStandard Architectural Hard Sample Collection
Semi-Exotic Architectural Hard Sample CollectionSemi-Exotic Architectural Hard Sample Collection
Exotic Architectural Hard Sample CollectionExotic Architectural Hard Sample Collection
Designer SeriesDesigner Series
Monochrome SeriesMonochrome Series
Aggregate SeriesAggregate Series

All terrazzo samples from the TERRAZZCO sample All terrazzo samples from the TERRAZZCO sample 
collections are made-to-order at 3/8” thickness and collections are made-to-order at 3/8” thickness and 
6”x 6” dimensions. Our design team handles samples 6”x 6” dimensions. Our design team handles samples 
with great quality and care, with a quick turnaround with great quality and care, with a quick turnaround 
time of two weeks or less.time of two weeks or less.

Architects and designers have the option of creating a custom terrazzo sample Architects and designers have the option of creating a custom terrazzo sample 
that aligns more closely to their project’s design needs. Architects can combine that aligns more closely to their project’s design needs. Architects can combine 
any number of TERRAZZCO marble, glass, and shell aggregate with virtually any number of TERRAZZCO marble, glass, and shell aggregate with virtually 
any epoxy color. Try experimenting with different aggregate sizes from micro to any epoxy color. Try experimenting with different aggregate sizes from micro to 
venetian styles or reviewing samples under different polish levels. Share your venetian styles or reviewing samples under different polish levels. Share your 
design specifications with our Concord Terrazzo company representatives and design specifications with our Concord Terrazzo company representatives and 
our team will recommend materials that meet within your budget.our team will recommend materials that meet within your budget.
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STANDARD ARCHITECTURAL HARD SAMPLE COLLECTIONSTANDARD ARCHITECTURAL HARD SAMPLE COLLECTION

Standard 46Standard 46 Standard 47Standard 47 Standard 48Standard 48 Standard 49Standard 49

Standard 50Standard 50 Standard 51Standard 51 Standard 52Standard 52 Standard 53Standard 53

Standard 54Standard 54 Standard 55Standard 55 Standard 56Standard 56 Standard 57Standard 57

Standard 58Standard 58 Standard 59Standard 59 Standard 60Standard 60 Standard 61Standard 61
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Standard 62Standard 62 Standard 63Standard 63 Standard 64Standard 64 Standard 65Standard 65

Standard 800Standard 800 Standard 801Standard 801 Standard 802Standard 802 Standard 1300Standard 1300

Standard 1648Standard 1648 Standard 1649Standard 1649 Standard 1702Standard 1702 Standard 2015Standard 2015

Standard 2087Standard 2087 Standard 2092Standard 2092 Standard 2093Standard 2093 Standard 2100Standard 2100

STANDARD ARCHITECTURAL HARD SAMPLE COLLECTIONSTANDARD ARCHITECTURAL HARD SAMPLE COLLECTION
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SEMI-EXOTIC ARCHITECTURAL HARD SAMPLE COLLECTIONSEMI-EXOTIC ARCHITECTURAL HARD SAMPLE COLLECTION

Semi-Exotic 111Semi-Exotic 111 Semi-Exotic 112Semi-Exotic 112 Semi-Exotic 113Semi-Exotic 113 Semi-Exotic 114Semi-Exotic 114

Semi-Exotic 115Semi-Exotic 115 Semi-Exotic 116Semi-Exotic 116 Semi-Exotic 117Semi-Exotic 117 Semi-Exotic 118Semi-Exotic 118

Semi-Exotic 119Semi-Exotic 119 Semi-Exotic 120Semi-Exotic 120 Semi-Exotic 121Semi-Exotic 121 Semi-Exotic 122Semi-Exotic 122

Semi-Exotic 123Semi-Exotic 123 Semi-Exotic 1389Semi-Exotic 1389 Semi-Exotic 1723Semi-Exotic 1723 Semi-Exotic 1776Semi-Exotic 1776

Semi-Exotic 1778Semi-Exotic 1778 Semi-Exotic 1995Semi-Exotic 1995 Semi-Exotic 1999Semi-Exotic 1999 Semi-Exotic 2253Semi-Exotic 2253
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EXOTIC ARCHITECTURAL HARD SAMPLE COLLECTIONEXOTIC ARCHITECTURAL HARD SAMPLE COLLECTION

Exotic 386Exotic 386 Exotic 387Exotic 387 Exotic 388Exotic 388 Exotic 389Exotic 389

Exotic 390Exotic 390 Exotic 391Exotic 391 Exotic 392Exotic 392 Exotic 393Exotic 393

Exotic 394Exotic 394 Exotic 395Exotic 395 Exotic 396Exotic 396 Exotic 397Exotic 397

Exotic 421Exotic 421 Exotic 422Exotic 422 Exotic 424Exotic 424 Exotic 1940Exotic 1940

Exotic 2162Exotic 2162
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DESIGNER TERRAZZO SERIESDESIGNER TERRAZZO SERIES

Designer 3054Designer 3054 Designer 3056Designer 3056 Designer 3058Designer 3058 Designer 3060Designer 3060

Designer 3062Designer 3062 Designer 4024Designer 4024 Designer 5013Designer 5013 Designer 6021Designer 6021

Designer 7019Designer 7019 Designer 7023Designer 7023 Designer 8021Designer 8021 Designer 8023Designer 8023

Designer 8024Designer 8024 Designer 2105Designer 2105 Designer 2106Designer 2106 Designer 4051Designer 4051

Designer 6036Designer 6036 Designer 7022Designer 7022
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MONOCHROME TERRAZZO SERIESMONOCHROME TERRAZZO SERIES

BENEFITS OF A DESIGN/BUILD PROJECT 
WITH TERRAZZCO BRAND PRODUCTS

Our Single-Source Supply Supports:

Enhanced Quality and Control
Customization of Products
Faster Project Completion

Reduced Costs

DESIGN AND BUILD WITH TERRAZZO
Concord Terrazzo Company works closely with general contractors, 
architects and design-build firms in delivering a quality terrazzo 
finish. Our single-source positioning encourages innovation and 
collaboration among architects and building owners and helps them 
in saving time and money.

We provide great value to architectural projects through flexibility. 
Flexibility starts with architects selecting and reviewing samples, and 
converting those designs into high-quality terrazzo finishes. Concord 
Terrazzo Company has the ability to supply all the materials to 
install an epoxy terrazzo floor, and can manufacture precast terrazzo 
materials including stair treads, countertops, and wall base. Concord 
Terrazzo Company’s waterjet service adds more customization for 
projects as architects can explore artistic creations with detailed 
patterns or a centerpiece logo.

With all materials housed in one central location, Concord Terrazzo 
Company has the ability to effectively fast-track projects and supply 
epoxy, aggregates and other materials at budget-friendly pricing. Our 
single-source structure is designed to bring success to your projects.

Monochrome 1119Monochrome 1119 Monochrome 1121Monochrome 1121 Monochrome 1123Monochrome 1123 Monochrome 1127Monochrome 1127

Monochrome 1210Monochrome 1210 Monochrome 1211Monochrome 1211



AGGREGATE SAMPLE SERIESAGGREGATE SAMPLE SERIES

Snow WhiteSnow White Pure WhitePure White Georgia WhiteGeorgia White Northern WhiteNorthern White

Salt & PepperSalt & Pepper Raven BlackRaven Black Glacier BlackGlacier Black Settled BlueSettled Blue

Frozen BlueFrozen Blue Blue GrayBlue Gray DriftwoodDriftwood Steel GraySteel Gray

Pearl GrayPearl Gray ArabescatoArabescato AgaetaAgaeta Mint GreenMint Green

SavannahSavannah Rainforest GreenRainforest Green Verde AltoVerde Alto Light MahoganyLight Mahogany
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AGGREGATE SAMPLE SERIESAGGREGATE SAMPLE SERIES

MochaMocha Light MochaLight Mocha Earth BlendEarth Blend Red CedarRed Cedar

Autumn TanAutumn Tan Gold RushGold Rush Golden Brown PebblesGolden Brown Pebbles Chocolate Brown PebblesChocolate Brown Pebbles

White RoseWhite Rose Bull Ridge BlushBull Ridge Blush Recycled PorcelainRecycled Porcelain Recycled ConcreteRecycled Concrete

Clear GlassClear Glass Solid White GlassSolid White Glass

AGGREGATE SAMPLE SERIESAGGREGATE SAMPLE SERIES
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Plate GlassPlate Glass Single-Sided MirrorSingle-Sided Mirror

Silver Coated Clear GlassSilver Coated Clear Glass Cobalt Blue GlassCobalt Blue Glass Red GlassRed Glass Green GlassGreen Glass



Autogreen GlassAutogreen Glass

AGGREGATE SAMPLE SERIESAGGREGATE SAMPLE SERIES

Autoblack GlassAutoblack Glass Amber GlassAmber Glass

Fresh Water Mother of PearlFresh Water Mother of Pearl Classic Mother of PearlClassic Mother of Pearl
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Northern WhiteNorthern White

HOW TO ORDER:

To request samples:

1) Visit www.terrazzco.com and 
complete our samples form 

or

Email info@terrazzco.com
 

START DESIGNING WITH TERRAZZCO
Terrazzo is one of the most versatile flooring finishes on the market Terrazzo is one of the most versatile flooring finishes on the market 
with a unlimited color palette. Concord Terrazzo Company is happy with a unlimited color palette. Concord Terrazzo Company is happy 
to assist you in your next project.to assist you in your next project.

WHO WE SERVICEWHO WE SERVICE

Samples are free of charge for architects and designers only. Samples are free of charge for architects and designers only. 

HOW SAMPLES ARE MADEHOW SAMPLES ARE MADE

Samples are made-to-order at 6”x6”. If none of the terrazzo Samples are made-to-order at 6”x6”. If none of the terrazzo 
samples from our collection meets your design needs, our samples from our collection meets your design needs, our 
Concord Terrazzo Company representatives can assist you Concord Terrazzo Company representatives can assist you 
in designing a custom sample. We can match samples with in designing a custom sample. We can match samples with 
any desired selection of aggregates with an epoxy resin that any desired selection of aggregates with an epoxy resin that 
matches any pantone color. Architects and designers can design matches any pantone color. Architects and designers can design 
a custom sample that varies in chip sizes: micro, standard, and a custom sample that varies in chip sizes: micro, standard, and 
venetian.venetian.



Get in touch
CONCORD TERRAZZO COMPANY, INC.
1709 University Commercial Pl, Charlotte NC 28213

Tel: (704) 921-4928

www.terrazzco.com
Email: info@terrazzco.com


